
Market Research 

Executive Summary:  

PR-ZM is the designer’s hub; a website dedicated to giving you constant updates with news, 

trends and inspiration. PR-ZM will spotlight artists from around the globe to help promote and 

network through a beautifully designed website and application. 

Across the world, thousands of artists are being unrecognized because of mainstream design 

websites. Opinionated and reluctant, these other websites will only choose to spotlight the 

“popular” artist’s work, undermining very talented artists because they don’t have a large 

follower count and won’t help to promote the website spotlighting these artists. PR-ZM will 

break this barrier. 

Market Overview:  

PR-ZM’s target audience is known as content creators. 46% of its target audience post original 

photos, art, and videos online; that they themselves have created (Millennial Marketing4). This 

statistic will drive PR-ZM. Its large community of creators will inspire and promote people to 

view PR-ZM’s site. Because, as described by millennialmarketing.com, “Useful is the new cool” 

its target audience values brands that enhance their lives and new websites and applications must 

serve a purpose in order to be considered “cool”.  

PR-ZM will not only update users with news and trends, we also hope to entertain using media 

such as PR-ZM spotlight videos. Studies have shown more than 80% of our target audience 

wants a brand to entertain them. 

40% of PR-ZM’s target audience wants to participate in co-creation of products and brands 

(Millennial Marketing4). Meaning artists and designers who participate in PR-ZM’s 30-Day 

Challenge, will feel a sense of co-creation, showing off their work to others causing growth of 

PR-ZM. 

The Language of PR-ZM’s Target Audience:  

Ranging from ages 18-24 the Millennial Generation is PR-ZM’s key audience. Because a major 

part of its site will be the Feed, PR-ZM will draw users into the post by communicating directly 

to them through the headlines and sub-headers of each post. 

A study conducted in 2012 by MTV, What Millennials Art Just Sayin, advises marketers to try 

and understand the everyday language cues of the younger Millennials in order to package 

marketing messages that work with 18 to 24 year-olds. Among the major findings of the study: 



 The daily conversation of Millennials include slang drawn from diverse sources, such as 

gaming, texting, tabloid culture, social networking, and are prone to using abbreviations 

because of their engagement with digital media. 

 The Millennial Generation elevates their reactions to experience with “Hyper-Speak.” 

For example, thinks are not simply cool; they are “amazing.” 

 Another aspect of language to the Millennials is “Happy-Speak,” considered essentially 

optimistic. “Wonderful,” “happy,” “beautiful” and “special” are among their favorite 

words. 

Smartphone Ownership: 

PR-ZM’s focus is to spotlight local artist, marketing to the correct audience will be easy knowing 

that 85% of females and males ages 18-29 use smartphones. (PEW Research1) 

 



What PR-ZM’s Target Audience uses there Phones for: 

The Millennial generation uses their phone for just about anything, from text messaging to 

music. But 89% of users use their smartphone for internet and 55% of users use their phones for 

news (PEW Research1). PR-ZM will be sure that it’s mobile platform works perfectly for mobile, 

seeing that a vast majority of its users use their smartphones for a lot for everyday tasks. 

 

Cell Phone Use as a Source for Information:  

Compared to consumers in other age groups, younger Millennials are more likely to view their 

cell phones as a vital information tool. For example, one in three 18-24 year-olds use information 

from their cell phones to decide where to go or what to do in their free time. Younger Millennials 

are most likely to use their cell phones as a way to get information on how to spend their free 

time. (PEW Research1) 



PR-ZM will capture this audience to help inspire users with vital inspiration and artist/designer 

spotlights to help the user’s creativity flourish through looking at the art of other users.  

 

Millennials are Inspiring:  

The Millennial Generation are large consumers and they use their knowledge of technology to 

influence and inspire buying and trend decisions of family, friends and acquaintances. For 

example, 27% of 18-24 year-olds say their friends often ask for advice before buying electronic 

equipment, compared to 21% of 30-40 year-olds and 13% of those 45+ years-old. (Market 

Watch3) 

 

Millennial Gender Differences with Website Visited:  

The Millennial Generation is a majority of Internet users, and the differences in woman and men 

are apparent. Woman 18-29 years olds are drawn to sites geared towards social networking and 



lifestyle interests, such as children, dating, family, pets and fashion. The majority of male 

Internet users visit websites oriented to websites towards finance, software, news, media and 

entertainment (i.e. movies, multimedia, and photography). (Market Watch3) 
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